Guest Post Guidelines for Blog and Retire
I love publishing quality guest posts at the Blog and Retire blog. But please read these
guidelines and do not submit a post unless it is within these guidelines.

Topics include online business, blogging, personal development, social media, SEO,
marketing, web design, etc.
Irrelevant topics cannot be accepted.
Article should be entertaining, personal, and informative, and THE MORE DETAILED THE
BETTER. I already have a lot of general, vague, simple posts from guest authors, so I'd like
more specific detailed information with a bit of personality to give to my readers. If you can,
tell a story or stories in order to better connect with the readers. Give action steps/tips (things
readers can actually do to improve something, etc).
Article MUST be in VERY GOOD English with proper grammar, spelling, and syntax. If I need
to do any of this type of editing, I will have to send it back, simply because if I had the time I
would be able to write more quality articles myself. So me editing your article would defeat
the purpose of accepting a guest post at all, since it takes the same amount of time for me to
edit something as it does for me to write an entire article myself. Thanks for your
understanding on this part.
Article should not be promotional in nature. It should be informational. If you’d like to talk
about a product or website or something like that, it has to be completely informational, not
promotional. You should explain what it is, what it does, what you can do with it, how to use
it, the benefits of using it, pros and cons, etc. You can include a link or two to the product or
website in the post.
Obviously the article cannot be published elsewhere.
Please include an "About the Author" section of a sentence or two at the end.
Your article can include one or two relevant links of your choice (use proper grammar and
syntax in your anchor text so google sees it as a natural link).
Please include an image (or you can include more if they are relevant/necessary for your
article).
You can send it to me in a word doc.
If it is a quality original written piece, not published elsewhere, that is relevant to Blog and
Retire topics, I will be able to schedule your post to be published within about a week of when
I receive it. If it is not up to par I will simply let you know and you can either make edits based
on my comments or use that article to guest post on another site.

